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Phototransport under high electric filed in colloidal nanocrystal films 
 
Semiconductor nanocrystals are an excellent model to achieve 
artificial atoms. Their densities of states allow tuning their optical 
property on demand by combining quantum confinement and 
materials engineering. Their integration in optoelectronic systems 
so far remains limited by their transport properties because these 
nanoparticles are weakly coupled by a tunnel barrier. In this 
internship we propose to study different design strategies that 
overcome the impact of the hopping transport. We will focus in 
particular on a strategy based nanogap1. In this approach, 
nanoparticles are connected by electrodes separated by only a few 
tens of nm which is the same size as the used 2D nanoparticles 
(nanoplatelets2). Transportation is then dominated by a single 
tunnel event. 

  
 
Our group, in collaboration with J.F. Dayen of the ICPMS (U Strasbourg), just obtain a 
number of preliminary striking results3. Nevertheless, it remains to address a certain number 
of points to improve photodetection performances obtained especially the carrier injection at 
contact and the light-mater coupling. 
 
The student will develop a wide range of expertise ranging from the synthesis of 
nanoparticles, fabrication into cleanroom and characterization of components. Depending on 
the skills and desires of the intern, we can choose to focus more on some aspect. No skill is 
required but a good background of semiconductor physics is necessary. We aim for motivated 
and self-driven student. Native english speaker are highly encouraged to apply and will be 
considered as a plus. 
 
1 J-F Dayen et al Nanotechnology, 21, 335303 (2010).  
2 S. Ithurria et al Nat. Mater., 10, 936 (2011). 
3E. Lhuillier et al, ACS nano 8, 3813 (2014). E. Lhuillier, Nano Lett. 14, 2715 (2014). 
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